
T. Ratliff Math 101 Calculus I October 24, 2018

1. A cable is to be run from a solar farm on one side of a river to an office park on the other side. It
costs $4 per meter to run the cable over land, while it costs $5 per meter to run the cable under water.
Suppose the river is 200 meters wide and the office park is 1000 meters downstream from the solar
farm.

(a) What is the most economical route to lay the cable?
(b) How much will it cost?

2. Trader Joes is designing a cylindrical can to hold 1 liter of chicken broth. Suppose the side costs 0.02
cents per square cm and the top and bottom cost 0.04 cents per square cm.

(a) What are the dimensions that will minimize the cost?
(b) How much will it cost?

3. The strength S of a wooden beam is directly proportional to its cross sectional width w and the
square of its height h. That is, S = kwh2 for some constant k .

Exercises .
Terms and Concepts

. T/F: An “op miza on problem” is essen ally an “extreme
values” problem in a “story problem” se ng.

. T/F: This sec on teaches one to find the extreme values of
func on that have more than one variable.

Problems

. Find the maximum product of two numbers (not necessar-
ily integers) that have a sum of .

. Find the minimum sum of two numbers whose product is
.

. Find the maximum sum of two numbers whose product is
.

. Find the maximum sum of two numbers, each of which is
in [ , ] whose product is .

. Find the maximal area of a right triangle with hypotenuse
of length .

. A rancher has feet of fencing in which to construct
adjacent, equally sized rectangular pens. What dimensions
should these pens have to maximize the enclosed area?

. A standard soda can is roughly cylindrical and holds cm
of liquid. What dimensions should the cylinder be to min-
imize the material needed to produce the can? Based on
your dimensions, determine whether or not the standard
can is produced to minimize the material costs.

. Find the dimensions of a cylindrical can with a volume of
in that minimizes the surface area.

The “# can”is a standard sized can used by the restau-
rant industry that holds about in with a diameter of
/ in and height of in. Does it seem these dimensions

where chosen with minimiza on in mind?

. The United States Postal Service charges more for boxes
whose combined length and girth exceeds ” (the
“length” of a package is the length of its longest side; the
girth is the perimeter of the cross sec on, i.e., w+ h).

What is the maximum volume of a package with a square
cross sec on (w = h) that does not exceed the ” stan-
dard?

. The strength S of a wooden beam is directly propor onal
to its cross sec onal widthw and the square of its height h;
that is, S = kwh for some constant k.

h

w

Given a circular log with diameter of inches, what sized
beam can be cut from the log with maximum strength?

. A power line is to be run to an offshore facility in the man-
ner described in Example . The offshore facility is
miles at sea and miles along the shoreline from the power
plant. It costs $ , per mile to lay a power line under-
ground and $ , to run the line underwater.
Howmuch of the power line should be run underground to
minimize the overall costs?

. A power line is to be run to an offshore facility in the man-
ner described in Example . The offshore facility is
miles at sea and miles along the shoreline from the power
plant. It costs $ , per mile to lay a power line under-
ground and $ , to run the line underwater.
Howmuch of the power line should be run underground to
minimize the overall costs?

. A woman throws a s ck into a lake for her dog to fetch;
the s ck is feet down the shore line and feet into the
water from there. The dog may jump directly into the wa-
ter and swim, or run along the shore line to get closer to
the s ck before swimming. The dog runs about /s and
swims about . /s.
How far along the shore should the dog run to minimize
the me it takes to get to the s ck? (Hint: the figure from
Example can be useful.)

. A woman throws a s ck into a lake for her dog to fetch;
the s ck is feet down the shore line and feet into the
water from there. The dog may jump directly into the wa-
ter and swim, or run along the shore line to get closer to
the s ck before swimming. The dog runs about /s and
swims about . /s.
How far along the shore should the dog run tominimize the
me it takes to get to the s ck? (Google “calculus dog” to learn

more about a dog’s ability to minimize mes.)

. What are the dimensions of the rectangle with largest area
that can be drawn inside the unit circle?

Given a circular log with diameter of 12 inches, what sized beam can be cut from the log with
maximum strength?


